THE  SPANISH  WAR
of hesitation when the rot would set in, and one could
see first two or three and then lines of men mating for
the road and for the rear. For that was the terrible
error the Red militia always made. They stuck to the
roads and they ran to the roads when defeated, whereas
any man of experience would have known that the best
line to fall back on is through open country, avoiding
roads like the plague
The Nationalists, fully aware of this mistake on the part
of the Reds, never failed to have their machine-guns
placed to command both the road and all its lines of
access, and time after time the Red mortalities were
infinitely greater in the moment of panicky retreat than
during the whole fight Had those men fallen back
steadily across country, at least half of them would have
got away. But it is easy to understand their mentality.
Badly officered and especially with bad sergeants—this
a natural fruit of their vicious political system—these
men were brought from the rear to occupy their lines
by lorries. They know the lorries are in the nearest
village over the next crest and, having no discipline and
nobody to take control, the moment there is a panic,
every one streams off for the road to foot it back to the
lorries and, as they fondly imagine, safety, as fast as they
can. Whole lines of them come immediately under the
flat trajectory of machine-guns firing at a distance of
between five hundred and eight hundred yards, and not
one in twenty gets away.
I saw this happen time after time, and it made me reflect
on the crimes of those who in any country persuade young
men that political speeches and extremist propaganda
can be a substitute for military training and discipline,
or that the science of war can be learnt by listening to
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